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Abstract: As Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are converging an Internet of Things-like infrastructure, always connected to the internet, 

cryptographic security becomes a primary concern to ensure confidential, but even more importantly tamper-proof transport of data. 

Another emerging problem is the high number of unregistered drone flights, with no regard towards airspace regulations. The well-

established and standardized processes of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) can be utilized for electronic identification of drones and 

associating them to the owner, while providing encryption and integrity protection of data. Nowadays various companies provide PKI for 

drones. This material summarizes the trends, challenges, possibilities of hardware-based on-board secure storage of secrets and describes a 

possible solution for government-level electronic administration of drones and owners. 
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1. Current state and challenges of Unmanned

Aircraft Systems

Civilian drone systems came a long way since their mass 

introduction to the public market around 2010. Their battery life 

and flight range multiplied, their payload reduced in physical size 

and improved in capabilities. From the simple remote-controlled 

drones, the focus shifted to “smarter”, semi-autonomous, high-

stability aircraft, equipped with high definition cameras or other 

advanced payload for various applications for example 3D scanning 

lasers, multi-spectral cameras or gas composition detectors. [1] 

Issues of unrestricted flight and numerous safety incidents 

sparked DJI’s GEO Zones [2] implementation of no-fly zones 

enables restriction of drone operations in sensitive geographical 

locations, to prevent traffic collision or prohibited area intrusion 

incidents by providing a map representation and an underlying 

database of no-fly zones with flight authorization. 

Not all UAS requires heavy user interaction. Agricultural 

application saw drones mapping fields [3] in an autonomous way, 

or planting seeds [4] in a recent crowdfunding campaign. With 

increasing autonomous unmanned traffic and denser airspace, the 

computation-heavy task of path planning and collision avoidance 

shifts from on-board to ground-based subsystems in the unmanned 

flight ecosystem. With the introduction of the latest technology in 

telecommunication, control and telemetry communication channels 

get more efficient and reliable, autonomous aircraft can always be 

tracked or connected in a way during flight. Apart from telemetry, 

position data and control commands, meteorological data may also 

be collected in-situ using UAVs. Assimilation of real-time data [5] 

into a Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model can highly 

improve forecast precision – this being the main scope of our 

research subproject, codenamed UAS_ENVIRON under project 

GINOP 2.3.2-15-2016-00007, “Increasing and integrating the 

interdisciplinary scientific potential relating to aviation safety into 

the international research network at the National University of 

Public Service - VOLARE”. The upcoming introduction of 5th 

generation mobile networks address the needs of such applications, 

not only the use case of autonomous unmanned flight, but the 

Internet of Things (IoT) concept in general, where every device can 

be connected to the internet. 

The IoT architecture usually involves devices, gateways, 

management service and applications. [6] See Fig. 1. for a 

hierarchical representation of the IoT infrastructure. Devices collect 

sensor data, or act upon commands received. Devices are connected 

to gateways via a comparatively small-range connection (to spare 

power consumption). The gateways themselves are connected to the 

management services via internet, where the heterogenous data is 

processed, aggregated, stored and distributed to consumers. 

Consumers include other services, or end-user applications, where 

further processing or visualization of data happens. 

Fig. 1 Ericsson Application Platform for Internet of Things 

(AppIoT) overview. [7] 

It is not hard to notice similarities of the layers in IoT and 

remotely tracked UAS. The autonomous drones have on-board 

positioning devices that produce location data. In some solutions, 

this data is transmitted to ground stations, which act as the gateway, 

that sends this data to the central servers, from which it can be 

visualized on a web-based map display. (Notice that this solution is 

like traditional offline autonomous drone operation, where the 

ground station itself acted as the map display.) Another variant is 

when the internet gateway is located on-board the Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicle (UAV). In this case, the autopilot integrates the 

functionality, or an external “modem” is connected to the autopilot 

module, as demonstrated on Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the Author’s prototype cloud-

controlled Unmanned Aircraft System. 

The above mentioned first, ground-based gateway concept is 

like the Open Glider Network concept, a tracker system that is 
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openly available for the glider community, with a low weight radio 

transmitter solution that already has been experimentally adapted to 

drone-borne application. See Fig. 3 for an overview of the OGN. 

 

Fig. 3 The Open Glider Network overview. [8] 

Each of the above solutions and systems, IoT, internet-enabled 

UAS and OGN all require a secure communication channel to 

ensure the data integrity or in some cases confidentiality. It is easy 

to recognize that position data and control messages must be 

sufficiently protected against tampering to avoid hijacking the 

drones or cause disturbance in traffic control services. Even if the 

control messages are authenticated and the drone can not be taken 

over directly, successful spoofing of position information may 

cause sophisticated traffic avoidance subsystems to command the 

drone to change its course. This way, a similar outcome can be 

achieved as in December 2011, when Iranian forces captured a US 

RQ-170 unmanned aerial vehicle by blocking the communication 

channels and spoofing the GPS signal and forced it to land in 

Iranian territory. [9] 

Same applies to future systems where UAVs could plan and 

update their routes based on real-cast and measured meteorological 

conditions on-the-fly, to avoid thunderstorms and other dangerous 

meteorological phenomena. If the meteorological data gets 

corrupted in transit, the model gets poisoned with false data that can 

leave the UAVs fed with false safe routes to follow in the long run. 

The version 2.0 of MAVLink, a common UAV communication 

protocol supports a way to digitally sign of each message. One 

immediate observance is that the length of the signature can be 

compared to the size of the signed data itself, which is not 

economical for traditional low throughput telemetry channels. 

The limited bandwidth is also the reason why the OGN does not 

support signature of data, as message sizes were optimized for size 

constraints, and this would be broken by the size of a considerably 

safe signature field. 

For IoT-based drone systems or mobile broadband enabled 

UAS solutions however, asymmetric key encryption can be a way 

forward. 

2. Basics of Public Key Infrastructure 

This chapter revisits the basics, components and roles in a 

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). The concept relies on asymmetric 

key encryption, a mathematical procedure which involves two keys, 

a public key and a private key. Together, they are referred to as a 

key pair. The public key is free to distribute among communication 

parties, the private key is kept secret by every party. Special 

mathematical construction of the key pair and related algorithms 

ensure that data encrypted using one key can only be decrypted with 

the other key in the pair (i.e. in an asymmetric way), and vice versa. 

When A and B are communicating, A can encrypt data with B’s 

public key, and only B with the appropriate private key can decrypt 

it. When A signs a message using A’s private key, B can verify that 

the message was created by A using A’s public key to verify the 

signature. 

The above works between A and B, only if they can ensure that 

the public keys get exchanged in a completely secure way, 

otherwise a third-party M can facilitate a Man-In-The-Middle 

(MITM) attack and eavesdrop the communication between A and B 

by acting as the opposing party. See Fig. 4. for illustration of the 

setup. 

 

Fig. 4 Setup of a Man-In-The-Middle attack within an 

asymmetrically encrypted channel. 

To ensure the authenticity of the other party and public key, the 

concept of Public Key Infrastructure was born.  

In an everyday scenario, A can be a person with a browser, who 

wants to connect securely to a website. B can be the website’s web 

server. For A to be sure it is communicating with B, A must reach a 

level of trust in the system and infrastructure. To achieve this, B 

first generates its public and private keys. The private key is stored 

securely, and the public key is attached to some other data that 

identifies B. This is called a Certificate Signing Request. This is 

then sent to a Certificate Authority (CA) or an external Registration 

Authority (RA), who verifies B’s identity, in this case, that B’s 

domain is owned by a legit company, and they are the ones who 

issued the CSR (in other scenarios, for example an email address 

can be bound to a person after identifying themselves). 

After this, the CA signs B’s certificate with its own private key. 

If A trusts this CA, A can then verify B’s certificate and they can 

commence the secure communication. But how does A know that it 

can trust a CA? Usually on the highest trust level, the so-called 

Root CA’s certificates are signed by themselves, during a ceremony 

involving bunkers, armed guards, rolling cameras etc. to ensure the 

legitimate process and store their private key in the highest possible 

security. This ceremony understandably is very costly to perform in 

case of a possible breach of the private key, and all the certificates 

issued by the CA would be considered compromised. To mitigate 

this cost, intermediate CA’s can be certified by the Root CA’s. The 

Root CA’s also work together with big software manufacturers that 

deploy the root certificates embedded with their software (e.g. 

browsers, operating systems). This way, A already has root 

certificate installed in its browser to verify B’s certificate, or if B’s 

CA was not a Root CA, then the chain of trust can be verified (as 

B’s certificate was signed by an intermediate CA, whose certificate 

was signed by a Root CA, whose certificate is available in A’s 

browser by “factory”.) A can then be sure that it is B who A is 

communicating with. 

There are still a couple of cases when A could not trust B at this 

point. B’s certificate could have expired, or B’s certificate could 

have been revoked. If B’s private key gets compromised, B can 

contact the CA to revoke the certificate, to prevent impersonation of 

B, then request a new certificate. In this case, the old certificate gets 

appended to a Certificate Revocation List (CRL), which can be 

accessed by A to check if the certificate is still valid. This can be 

done by reading through the publicly available CRL of an issuer on 

a CRL Distribution Point or contacting the service via Online 

Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP), the latter being the less resource 

demanding way. 

If B does not notice the private key getting compromised, the 

expiration date of the certificate still limits the time an attacker can 

misuse it for impersonation. The expiration period is usually one- or 

two-years span. The expiration date is included in the certificate, so 

A can check this field locally. 

The processes involved in PKI are well-standardized, in IETF 

[10] and Public Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS). 
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3. UAS specific PKI 

The main idea is to use client-side certificates on internet-

enabled drones to connect securely to the ground-based servers. 

This way their identity can be electronically verified. To get the 

certificate, the owners would need to contact an RA in person, 

which can administer an official identity verification process thus 

legally linking the drone to the owner. 

“The main problem for a PKI to solve is key distribution and 

management, which is comparatively easy in closed military 

environments but very difficult in the open and worldwide system of 

civil aviation, also tying into the point on compatibility 

requirements.” [11] 

From key management and key distribution point of view, there 

are two main ways to handle the secret private keys. One is to have 

the owners generate the keypair themselves, then fill and send a 

CSR manually to the authorities. This way the only the user 

possesses the private key, so not even the authorities can tamper 

with or impersonate the owner – but the owner needs to go through 

a less user-friendly process to generate the keypair and ensure the 

secure storage of the private key on the device. The other way is 

when the authority or a legal proxy generates the keypair and 

distributes it towards the user in secure ways. These may include 

distribution of SIM cards or SD cards, USB thumb drives that can 

be connected to the gateway device, direct configuration of the 

device (e.g. eSIM), or generating and handing out the keypair in the 

physical presence of the owner, ensuring it cannot be recovered 

later. This method takes the burden of keypair generation and 

upload off the shoulders of the owner but leaves opportunities to 

compromise the private key during the process. 

As quoted above, this process is easier to cover in an isolated, 

private PKI than integrating the solution to the existing world-wide 

PKI. To satisfy market demand, multiple companies provide 

different solutions. 

Infineon and PrimeKey have teamed up to provide PKI with 

secure elements, using OPTIGA™ Trust X and a NC1023 (eSIM). 

[12] The system is not only capable of authenticating a drone, but 

also provides means of software attestation, for example, to 

prevent tampering with the drone’s software to circumvent no-fly 

zone restrictions or altering the autopilot software. DigiCert and 

AirMap introduced their own solution, which provides a publicly 

trusted certificate, codenamed DroneID. The solution is first 

available for drones built with Intel® Aero Platform for 

Developers, including the Intel Aero Ready to Fly Drone. [13] 

The solution is mainly aimed towards secure authentication and 

communication within the UAS. 

As for military application, for IoT and UAV identification 

and attestation purposes, PKI was also considered as a viable 

solution. Colleagues of the Norwegian Defence Research 

Establishment considered utilizing PKI and Trusted Platform 

Module (TPM) chips for hardware-based secret storage and 

integrity protection apart from their experiments with Gismo IdM 

identity management system. [14] 

On the field of standardization, ITU-T and ISO collaborates 

on establishment of a new UAV identifier. [15] Object Identifiers 

(OID) [16] is the proposed solution to be utilized in future, 

presumably also for the International Civil Aviation Organization 

(ICAO). Existing ANSI standard describes serial numbering 

convention of UAS. [17] 

4. A possible European approach 

“Registration of UAS operators & certified drones becomes 

mandatory.  Starting from June 2020 all drone operators shall 

register themselves before using a drone.” [18] 

Apart from requiring registration of operators, The European 

Union regulations define different categorization based on the 

nature of the operation [19] and characteristics of the UAS. [20] For 

UAS categories C1, C2 and C3 a unique ANSI/CTA-2063 serial 

number [17] is required, which is physically and electronically 

represented on the drone itself, and is also electronically 

broadcasted during operation. During the registration process, serial 

number, manufacturer and owner data are uploaded to the drone or 

an external identification module. 

To frame the regulations into Public Key Infrastructure concept, 

the required data could also be used to construct a certificate for 

electronic identification of internet-capable UAS together with a 

generated public key. The registration process could take place 

electronically after adequate authentication of the owner (i.e. via an 

e-governance portal), or personally in government-certified drone 

clubs. The e-governance portal or the club would act as a 

Registration Authority in PKI terms. The Certificate Authority role 

could be fulfilled by infrastructure on national level, European level 

(as root or intermediate CAs) or worldwide (ICAO being the root 

CA). The root CA certificate(s) would also be installed to the drone 

or tracker system. This way the drone itself could verify other 

systems certified by the same authority, such as the controller 

servers and other aircraft on the network during direct 

communication. The drone’s own certificate would be used to 

authenticate the aircraft in the network before arming and taking 

off. Depending on the drone platform, the private key could be 

stored on the device itself in PKCS12 file format, embedded in a 

SIM card or eSIM, or sealed in a TPM chip or other Hardware 

Security Module (HSM). 

5. Conclusion 

The need to track and identify autonomous and remotely piloted 

Unmanned Aircraft Systems before flight is obvious if we observe 

the standardization and regulation efforts in the European Union or 

around the globe. 

Supporting and expanding the possibilities of the EU regulation 

framework, Public Key Infrastructure could help secure the 

communication channels in an UAS to prevent hijacking or 

disrupting drone operations, while making electronic identification 

possible. 

To achieve this, multiple vendors offer Commercial Off-The-

Shelf (COTS) solutions that could integrate the existing regulation 

framework, while the military also considers internal PKI for IoT 

and drone applications.  
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